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Abstract: Energy system modelling is an essential practice to assist a set of heterogeneous stake-1

holders in the process of defining an effective and efficient energy transition. From the analysis of2

a set of open source energy system models, it has emerged that most models employ an approach3

directed at finding the optimal solution for a given set of constraints. On the contrary, a simulation4

model is a representation of a system that is used to reproduce and understand its behaviour under5

given conditions, without seeking an optimal solution. Given the lack of simulation models that6

are also fully open source, in this paper a new open source energy system model is presented. The7

developed tool, called Multi Energy Systems Simulator (MESS), is a modular, multi-node model8

that allows to investigate non optimal solutions by simulating the energy system. The model has9

been built having in mind urban level analyses. However, each node can represent larger regions10

allowing wider spatial scales to be be represented as well. MESS is capable of performing analysis11

on systems composed by multiple energy carriers (e.g. electricity, heat, fuels). In this work, the12

tool’s features will be presented by a comparison between MESS itself and an optimization model,13

in order to analyze and highlight the differences between the two approaches, the potentialities of14

a simulation tool and possible areas for further development.15

Keywords: Energy System Modelling; Energy Optimization; Energy Simulation; Multi Energy16

Systems Simulator (MESS)17

1. Introduction18

The decarbonization of the energy sector is one of the major challenges in con-19

fronting the climate emergency. In order to meet the Paris Agreement goals [1], the20

energy system will have to undergo a profound transformation, shifting from being21

predominantly fossil fuel-based to relying on clean renewable energy sources, while22

guaranteeing sustainability, fairness and security of supply [2]. In this context, energy23

system modelling represents a valid support in the process of planning and decision24

making for the energy transition. Numerous tools have been developed and employed25

in the last years and are continuously updated to face new emerging challenges and26

consider innovative technologies being developed. Several works can be found in the27

literature reviewing trends and existing solutions [3,4].28

1.1. Background29

One of the main issues in energy system modelling is guaranteeing a high degree30

of transparency to allow a complete understanding of how models work [3,4]. This31

can be translated in the need of providing full access to the code and the data used32

trough an open source approach. Nonetheless, clarifying the boundary conditions and33

the definitions adopted can substantially improve the clarity of how a certain model34

works, hence, a brief background is outlined in this subsection.35
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In the Fifth Assessment Report of the IPCC [5] an energy system is defined as a36

system comprehending all components related to the production, conversion, delivery37

and use of energy. Similarly, Jaccard [6] refers to an energy system as the combined38

processes of acquiring and using energy in a given society or economy.39

Building on these two definitions and following also the terminology used by40

Pfenninger et al. [7], in this work an energy system will be considered as the combination41

of processes and technologies related to the production, consumption, conversion and42

transmission of energy in a given society, economy or location. A location can be43

considered as a site that contains multiple technologies but also other locations. In this44

way, an energy system is not only seen from a mere technical point of view, but including45

also the spatial and socio-economic dimensions.46

Analysing energy systems often translates in developing models for their investiga-47

tion. Rosen [8] considers a model as the formalized representation of a natural system48

with its own rules. Developing this concept further, Keirstead et al. [9] added that,49

within the energy and engineering fields, the formalization is to be intended in the form50

of mathematical models and computer codes. Hence, we will here refer to a model as51

the representation of a system with its own rules through the use of a mathematical52

formulation.53

In the context of energy system modelling, multiple approaches can been considered.54

One of the main distinctions that can be made is between is between optimization55

and simulation models. Building on the definition given by Wurbs [10], Lund et al.56

[11] consider an optimization approach as the one that makes use of a mathematical57

formulation to find the optimal solution of a given problem. The problem is generally58

defined by an objective function subject to multiple constraints. Both the objective59

function and the constraints are dependant on a set of decision variables whose values are60

set during the optimization process. The objective function can be related to emissions,61

system costs or other aspects related to the system. On the contrary, both Wurbs and62

Lund et al. define a simulation model as the representation of a system used to forecast63

its behaviour under certain given conditions. Both works highlight that simulation64

models are meant to be used to understand the performance of a certain system under a65

given set of assumptions. For the purpose of this work, the authors slightly reviewed66

this definition and considered a simulation model as the representation of a system used67

to reproduce and understand its behaviour, under given conditions, without looking for68

an optimal solution. The slight difference stands in the fact that the authors believe that69

the first purpose of simulation tools should be to reproduce the behaviour of a given70

system rather than to forecast it. Indeed, forecasting can be thought as a subsequent71

step, to be performed through scenario analysis or similar approaches. In this regard,72

the model could be used to evaluate the consequences of a given choice whether it is73

technical, political or social.74

Lastly, the definition of urban scale has been considered. Eurostat provides common75

definitions for the European geographical areas starting from the concept of degree of76

urbanisation. According to this definition, the degree of urbanisation provides a classifica-77

tion for local administrative units (LAUs) obtained from the combination of geographical78

proximity and population density [12]. The classification is made by considering a raster79

cell of 1 km2. LAUs can then be: Cities (densely populated areas), Town and suburbs80

(intermediate density areas) or Rural areas (thinly populated areas).Urban areas are81

represented by the first two classes: Cities and Towns and suburbs [13]. At this point,82

the non-trivial aspect to consider is the integration of the "urban" concept in the energy83

system definition. Both Keirstead et al. and Alhamwi et al. [9,14] exploited the approach84

used by Ramaswami et al. [15], called "geographic-plus", which does not only consider85

the energy flows but also the geopolitical boundaries of a system. Hence, in the current86

work, and more in general in the context of energy system modelling, an urban scale is87

considered the resolution incorporating districts and cities, while an urban area is an area88

with an intermediate or high density of population. In this way, a energy system model89
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is considered to be able to perform analysis at urban scale when it has a spatial resolution90

that goes down to the district level, allowing to consider urban areas composed by small,91

medium and large cities.92

1.2. Models review93

Having clarified what simulating an urban energy system means, a review of94

different models has been conducted. The review focuses on 40 different open source95

tools, mostly obtained from the Open Energy Modelling (openmod) initiative [16] list.96

The models have been compared and evaluated based on three main categories: sectors97

covered by the model, type of model (optimization or simulation) and whether they98

allow modelling of urban scale systems or not.99

Firstly, the 40 starting models were clustered based on the sectors covered. Particular100

attention was given to models covering both electricity and heat sectors or to models101

allowing the definition of user-dependent carriers. Out of the 40 models analyzed only102

17 met these requirements. In parallel, another subset was defined by considering all the103

models allowing to model urban scale energy systems.In this case, only 12 models made104

the cut. The intersection between this two subsets allowed to identify which models105

satisfy both requirements: operating with multiple sectors, at an urban scale. The list106

of the resulting models is shown in Table 1. For the complete list of the investigated107

models, see Table A1 in Appendix A.108

Table 1: List of models that allows modelling of multiple sectors and at urban scale.

Model Sectors Model Type Urban Scale

Calliope [7] User-dependent Optimization Y
OMEGAlpes [17] Electricity, Heat Optimization Y

Oemof [18] El., Heat, Transport Optimization, Simulation Y
PyPSA [19] El., Heat, Transport Optimization, Simulation Y
REopt [20] Electricity, Heat Optimization Y
URBS [21] User-dependent Optimization Y
CEA [22] Electricity, Heat Optimization, Simulation Y

Backbone [23] All Optimization Y

Among the remaining models, none performs simulations according to the defini-109

tion given in Subsection 1.1. In conclusion, despite the possibility to find well-known sim-110

ulation tools for the analysis of urban energy systems (e.g. EnergyPLAN [24], HOMER111

Energy [25]), to the authors knowledge, there are no open source simulation tools meet-112

ing the criteria aforementioned, suggesting a niche for the development of such models113

in the field of energy system modelling.114

1.3. Aim and structure of the paper115

As pointed out by Chang et al. [4], current trends in modelling the energy transition116

are related to the increase of cross-sectoral synergies, a growing attention to open access117

and open source publications and the improvement of the temporal resolution. The key118

challenges identified in modelling energy systems are in line with what was already119

mentioned by Pfenninger et al. [3]: the openness and accessibility of the models, the120

integration of different models and the level of engagement between developers and121

policy/decision-makers.122

Considering this context of development and the existing models, the authors123

decided to develop an open source model, called Multi Energy System Simulator (MESS)124

[26]. The model aims at giving its contribution in filling the identified gap among the125

existing models while participating in the effort to overcome the challenges of the energy126

system modelling sector. Thus, the aim of this paper can be summarized by the following127

research questions:128
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1. What is the potential of simulating an energy system rather than optimizing it?129

2. How can MESS contribute in tackling the challenges of modelling the energy130

transition?131

The paper is structured in the following way. Section 2 introduces the main charac-132

teristics of the developed tool (MESS) going into the details of how it works. In the same133

section, the rationale behind the comparison between MESS and an existing optimization134

tool (Calliope [7]) is introduced. Section 3 illustrates the results of such comparison135

while Section 4 builds on the results of the previous section to discuss them in the lights136

of the research questions. Finally, Section 5 summarizes the main findings as well as137

presenting areas of future developments on the topic.138

2. Methodology139

This section aims first at presenting the model developed and secondly the method-140

ology applied to perform the comparison with an existing optimization tool.141

The Multi Energy System Simulator tool (MESS) is a modular, bottom-up, multi-142

node model that allows to investigate non optimal solutions by simulating the energy143

system.144

In lights of the already mentioned challenges of modelling energy systems ([3,4],145

MESS was developed with a set of design goals in mind and was deeply inspired by146

Calliope [7]. This choice was made to try to mitigate the consequences of an additional147

model in the literature and to improve the interoperability among multiple models. The148

main design goals in the development of MESS are: (i) the model has been built having149

in mind urban level analyses, while maintaining a certain flexibility in terms of spatial150

resolution; (ii) it should be possible to use the model without the need of coding but just151

by writing human-readable configuration files; (iii) the model should be able to perform152

analyses on systems composed by multiple energy carriers (e.g., electricity, heat, fuels);153

(iv) the model should have a flexible approach to temporal resolution and timeseries; (v)154

having a free and open source energy system model written in Julia [27].155

2.1. How does MESS Work?156

In order to use MESS, the user has to set up three configuration files to define the157

system in analysis and the modelling options. The input files are written in YAML, as158

to ensure readability and allow the user to intuitively interpret them. Once this step is159

done it is possible to run the model by using the Julia REPL.160

Additionally, MESS offers a library of predefined technologies to be included by the161

user in the model. Each technology is part of a group of technologies that show similar162

behaviour in terms of energy fluxes. This categorization has been taken from Calliope163

and, as in Calliope, the groups are called parents. MESS has six parents: demand, supply,164

supply_grid, conversion, conversion_plus, storage. A comparison between the parent165

categories used in Calliope and MESS is given in Table 2.166

Table 2: Parent technology groups - Comparison between Calliope and MESS.

Parent Calliope MESS Description

demand Y Y Energy demand for the defined carrier
supply Y Y Supplies energy to a carrier

supply_plus Y N As supply, with additional constraints
supply_grid N Y As supply, energy from national grid

storage Y Y Stores energy
transmission Y N Transmits energy from one location to another
conversion Y Y Converts energy, one carrier to another

conversion_plus Y Y Converts energy, N carriers to M carriers
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Demand technologies represent energy sinks. The energy carrier to be considered167

must be defined and a CSV file detailing the demand for that carrier at each timestep168

is required. Supply technologies are energy sources. Renewable energy sources as169

solar photovoltaic or wind turbines are the most evident examples for this parent. The170

carrier considered and technology-specific parameters should be defined. Different171

modelling options might be considered for each technology. Supply_grid technologies172

represent energy sources from distribution grids not modelled in the analysis, as, for173

example, national distribution grids or district heating grids. The energy carrier of174

the energy source must be defined in this case as well. Conversion technologies are175

defined by a single carrier in and a single carrier out (e.g. natural gas-fed boilers), while176

conversion_plus technologies are defined by multiple energy carriers in and/or out177

(e.g., combined heat and power technologies). Both categories require the definition of178

technology-specific parameters. Storage technologies are defined by the same carrier179

in and out and, depending on the state of charge and the energy balance, might act as180

energy sink or energy source.181

2.1.1. Input files182

The general configuration parameters for the simulation are set in a specific file183

named model_specs.yaml. It allows the user to define the name of the model, the times-184

pan and timestep to be used, as well as if the local electricity network is to be solved185

and the type of solver to be used. The techs.yaml file is used to define and set the input186

parameters of all different technologies that might be included in the model. Each tech-187

nology is defined by three subsets of parameters: essentials, constraints and monetary,188

plus the priority index. In the essentials subset, fundamentals parameters are to be189

declared, as the user-defined technology name, the colour to be used for plotting, the190

parent and input and/or output carriers. The constraints subset contains the parameters191

used to set the technical characteristics of the technologies and the ones to be specified192

are technology dependent. In the monetary category costs related to the technology are193

to be defined, as CAPEX, OPEX, interest rate etc. The priority parameter is an integer194

input that sets the priority of each technology i.e., the order in which technologies are to195

be called by the solver, hence allowing the user to define different ways of solving the196

model. The locations.yaml file describes the nodes composing the network to be studied197

and which technologies each node hosts. For each technology, additional node specific198

data can be set, as installed capacity or timeseries files (e.g., demand curves, capacity199

factor series), or specific parameters can be superscripted on the general ones defined in200

the techs.yaml file. In addition to the configuration files, input files might be needed for201

demand profiles, non dispatchable power sources generation profiles, energy prices etc.202

2.1.2. MESS structure203

MESS is divided in four major steps, that are: (1) Pre-processor, (2) Core, (3) Post-204

processor and (4) Plotting.205

Pre-processor

• Read configuration files
• Check for inconsistencies
• Create model structs

Core

• Create result structs
• Solve model

Post-processor

• Process raw results
• Create plotting structs
• Save results to CSV

Plotting

• Plot main results

Figure 1. Four steps of MESS.
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Pre-processor206

In the pre-processor stage, all the modules required for the execution of the fol-207

lowing steps are loaded. This includes loading the exceptions and structures modules.208

The former module contains all the exceptions that might arise in the program, while209

the latter all the data structures used. Some of the structures here defined contain the210

constraints allowed per each category of technology (or, following MESS’s and Calliope’s211

terminology, per each parent) as well as the structures that defines the model characteris-212

tics. All these information are then combined with the input files in order to create the213

model structure to be used in the core module.214

Core215

In the core stage the model is solved. Solving the model is a three-step process.216

In the first step the single locations are solved at each timestep, in the second step the217

solutions of each location are considered together and the local network is solved. Finally,218

in the third step the details of the exchanges with higher level grids (i.e. national grid)219

are defined. Figure 2 shows a schematic diagram representing the functioning of this220

phase in MESS.221

Input: system model

A
t

Solver location

Solver local network

Exchanges with higher
level grids

Timestep t results

ti
m

es
te

p
 t

-1
 r

es
u

lt
s

Complete Results

Demand is covered 
depending on the 

priority of each
technology

Technologies are called
by their parents that

then looks for the 
respective technology

library 

MESS CORE

Figure 2. Functioning of the Core phase of MESS.

As briefly introduced, the first step solves each location at each timestep. The222

energy balance is initialized at zero at each timestep and is progressively updated while223

the technologies are solved in each location. Generally speaking, demands are the first224

to be added to the balance and then the different technologies are used to cover the225

demand based on their priority. This means that the technologies with the highest226

priority (lower index value) are the first one to be used to cover the demand. Once that227

the highest priority technology has been called by the solver, it proceeds searching for228

the second highest one and so on, until the demand is covered. In this phase, using this229

approach means that non dispatchable renewable energy technologies might lead to230

an overproduction of energy. This solving strategy adds the possibility of considering231

counter-intuitive control strategies for each location, expanding the range of scenarios232

that can be defined and investigated by the user, nonetheless it should be used with233

caution, since it might lead to unrealistic behaviours. Once that all locations have been234

individually solved the local network is considered in the second step of the core phase.235

If there are imbalances in the single locations, and the option of considering the local236
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network has been considered, the local grid is solved. In this second step, the solver237

does a simple summation of the positive and negative imbalances of the single locations238

estimating the amount of energy exchanged. In the third and final step of the core phase239

the exchanges with higher level grids (i.e. national grid) are defined.240

Post-processor and Plotting241

After having solved the model in the core stage, the generated solution is processed242

by the post-processor. The objectives of this step are multiple. It allows to process data to243

obtain aggregated indicators of performance, looking at the whole timespan considered244

and not only at the timestep resolution (e.g. hourly) imposed. At the same time, it allows245

to process the data as to proceed with the plotting and to save the results in CSV files246

that can be used by the user to perform further analyses.247

The plotting phase has been considered as a separate step from the post-processing248

one, even though the two being highly interlinked. Plotting in MESS is handled using the249

PlotlyJS package [28] that creates interactive HTML files allowing the user to analyze the250

generated plots by zooming in and out and highlighting the single values navigating on251

the plot. At the current status, the plotting phase automatically generates two different252

kind of plots. The first one shows the overall results at each timestep, for each location,253

in terms of electricity, heat and gas balance. The second one uses the aggregated results254

for each location to show how demand is covered in percentage by each technology255

available in the different locations.256

2.2. MESS vs Calliope257

Developing and presenting a new model requires a comparison with an existing258

tool in order to identify its peculiar characteristics and different usage purposes with259

respect to a renowned standard. Therefore, a comparison between MESS and Calliope260

[7] has been conducted. Calliope is an energy system model that allows to investigate261

energy systems with high spatial and temporal resolution. It permits to analyse different262

scenarios from urban scale to countries. The choice of Calliope as benchmark model was263

made due to several reasons. Calliope has proven to be a largely utilised tool, with high264

standards of code testing and with an approach that is both user friendly, since no coding265

is required by the user, and rigorous. At the same time, Calliope is an optimizer and266

comparing MESS with it allows to evaluate what is the potential of simulating against267

optimizing a system. Indeed, as mentioned by [11] these two approaches have different268

strengths and purposes. Optimization tends to be more indicated for bottom-up models269

with a high level of technical details and for being used by planners and engineers.270

Nonetheless, due to its characteristics and the long computational times that are usually271

required, it might show some limitations in certain applications. Using a simulation272

approach results in lower computational times - due to its simpler approach - and might273

allows a more dynamic and productive interaction with policy makers.274

Calliope offers three different modelling options: (i) planning mode allows to275

perform an investment decision analysis to find the optimal configuration of a system276

in terms of installed capacity via the minimization of an objective function, (ii dispatch277

mode is meant to perform an optimization on the economic dispatch of the model. In278

this case, installed capacities of the different technologies are fixed and the model finds279

the optimal way of satisfying the demand while minimising the objective function. Last,280

(iii) SPORES mode allows to investigate sub-optimal solutions around the optimal one.281

In this work, the first two modes have been employed, while the SPORES one has not282

been considered.283

The comparison between MESS and Calliope has been performed as follows. A284

case study has been considered and energy demands have been defined for a system285

composed by three locations. The demand profiles considered have been obtained286

from consumption data of three monitored multi-apartment buildings from the Sinfonia287

Project [29] in Bolzano, Italy. The load profile of the PV panels has been obtained from288
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the Renewable.ninja website [30,31] setting Bolzano as location. According to MESS289

network simulation capabilities, all locations have been considered able to exchange290

electricity with the others. A different mix of technologies has been considered for each291

location. Figure 3 shows the case study considered.292

District
Heating PV

X1

X3

X2
Electrical lines

CHPDistrict
Heating PV

Supply
Grid

Power and Heat
Demand

Supply
Grid

Power and Heat
Demand

Power and Heat
Demand

BatteryBoiler PV

Figure 3. Case study example

First, the model has been run in planning mode to obtain the optimal capacities of293

the different components considering a year-long period. Then, the dispatching mode294

has been considered. In this case, capacities are fixed, and the model employs a receding295

horizon control algorithm. The results of the former modelling mode have been used as296

an input for the operational mode and for the simulation in MESS and the results of the297

two different approaches have then been compared.298

3. Results299

In this section, the results obtained from Calliope and MESS are reported. Calliope300

has been used both in planning (Subsection 3.1) and operational modes, while MESS has301

been compared to the results obtained from the latter approach (Subsection 3.2). Table 3302

lists the execution times of the three simulations with a timespan of 1 year and a hourly303

timestep, which have been conducted on a Linux machine running Ubuntu 18.04 with304

the 15 GB of RAM, and a Intel ® Core i7-8565U CPU @ 1.8GHz 64bit.305
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Table 3: Execution times for a three node system for a timespan of 1 year with a hourly
timestep resolution. The time reported in the table have been derived from a single-run,
and include all the phases from pre-processing to plotting.

Location Execution time

Calliope - Planning ∼45 min
Calliope - Operational ∼11 min

MESS ∼1 min

3.1. Calliope - Planning mode306

Planning mode has been employed to obtain the optimal capacities to be used as307

inputs for each technology for the following simulations. The obtained capacities are308

shown in Table 4. Given the costs imposed, the optimized results would tend not to309

include photovoltaic panels and batteries in the technology mix, hence a lower bound310

on their capacity to be installed has been imposed. Given the constraints, locations X1,311

X2 and X3 result having respectively 5.0 kW, 10.0 kW and 7.0 kW installed of PV, while312

an energy storage system of 5.0 kWh has been imposed in location X2 as well. Locations313

X1 and X3 mainly rely on district heating to cover their thermal demand, with a minor314

contribution from CHP in X1, while a boiler unit is supplying thermal energy to X2.315

Table 4: Calliope planning mode results, used as inputs for Calliope operational mode
and MESS

Location Technology Installed capacity

X1 CHP 9.1 kW
X1 District heating 183.1 kW
X1 PV 5.0 kW
X1 Supply gas 22.5 kW
X1 Supply grid power 20.9 kW
X2 Battery 5.0 kWh
X2 Boiler 50.8 kW
X2 PV 10.0 kW
X2 Supply gas 59.8 kW
X3 District heating 131.4 kW
X3 PV 7.0 kW

3.2. Calliope - Operational mode and MESS316

Given the capacities obtained from the investment planning optimization, the317

operational mode in Calliope and the MESS simulation have been run. In this subsection318

the results obtained are presented.319

Annual aggregated results320

Figures 4 and 5 show the results aggregated for the whole timespan considered321

(8760 hours, 1 year). Each bar in Figure 4 shows the total amount of electricity obtained322

from each technology: blue bars represent Calliope’s results, while the green ones MESS’.323

The energy produced by the PV panels is exactly the same in all three locations, this324

should not be surprising given the straightforward functioning of a non-dispatchable325

technology and the simple models employed. Differences can be noted both for the CHP326

(∼16%) in location X1 and for the battery in location X2 (∼35%). In the former case, such327

a difference might be ascribed to the CHP producing electricity not only for location X1,328

but for the other locations as well, in the case of Calliope. Indeed, this possibility is yet329

to be implemented in MESS: dispatchable technologies can only be controlled by the330

demand of the location where the technology is installed. In the case of the battery, in331

Calliope its usage depends on a economic optimization of the system as a whole, while332
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in MESS it only tends to maximize the electricity self-consumption of the location where333

it is installed. Finally, the most evident difference is in the electrical energy imported334

from the national grid. Looking at Calliope’s results, electricity is only imported in335

location X1: this is because the connection to the grid is placed there, and electricity is336

then distributed to X2 and X3 from X1. In the case of MESS, no electricity is imported in337

X1 since the location is self-sufficient, while substantial imports are present in X2 and X3,338

since all locations are supposed to be connected to the grid.339

pv chp import
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pv battery import
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pv import
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Figure 4. Annual electricity per technology source - Calliope and MESS comparison

Similar considerations can be made for Figure 5. The boiler in X2 and district340

heating in X3 are the only heat sources for their locations and the results obtained from341

Calliope and MESS match completely. The differences highlighted for the CHP in the342

electricity case have repercussions on the heating part for location X1 as well. The CHP343

is operated in the electrical load following mode, hence the higher quantity of electricity344

generated in Calliope’s solution translates in a higher production of heat as well, which345

is compensated by MESS with an higher quantity of heat purchased from the district346

heating grid.347
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Figure 5. Annual heating per technology source - Calliope and MESS comparison

Monthly aggregated results348

Monthly aggregated results are here shown for location X1. The same results for349

location X2 and X3 can be found in Appendix B.350
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Figure 6 shows the monthly amount of energy derived from different technologies351

for Calliope (left-hand side graph) and MESS (right-hand side graph). As seen in Figure352

4, the differences between the two models are in how the CHP works and the reliance353

on imported energy. Calliope shows a greater utilization of CHP in winter months,354

while and heavier reliance on electricity import in the summer. This could be ascribed355

to the higher thermal demand of the winter months: in that case it would make more356

economic sense to have the CHP running rather then buying electricity from the grid,357

since the CHP could provide both electrical and thermal energy. On the other hand,358

MESS shows a more regular behaviour of the CHP throughout the year. As seen in the359

previous paragraph, the CHP in MESS works in a electrical load following mode, hence360

its’ behaviour is only dictated by the electricity demand and the PV production, resulting361

in a more even behaviour. Moreover, no electricity is imported from the grid, since the362

CHP size is enough to cover, together with the PV panels, the electricity demand.363
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Figure 6. Monthly electricity production per technology source: Location X1 - Calliope and MESS
comparison

The graphs in Figure 7 confirm what has been said about Figure 6. Indeed, the364

results obtained with Calliope show a higher heat production from the CHP in the winter365

and a way lower production in the summer. Instead, MESS relies more heavily on the366

district heating in colder months and has an excess production of heat in the warmer367

ones, heat that hence will be discarded. Details of the monthly behaviour for all the368

locations are presented in Appendix B.369
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Figure 7. Monthly heating per source: Location X1 - Calliope and MESS comparison

Hourly results - Typical weeks370

Finally, the results obtained from the two modelling tools are shown on an hourly371

basis for four representative weeks of the year. Figure 8 shows the results obtained via372

Calliope for a week in winter, spring, summer and autumn, while Figure 9 shows the373

same results for MESS.374

Looking at Figure 8 it is possible to notice a similar behaviour for the winter and375

autumn weeks and for the spring and summer ones. The main difference between the376

two pairs is the behaviour of the CHP. In the colder seasons the CHP has a major role,377

since it allows to cover both the electrical and thermal demands, as seen also in the378

previous paragraphs. The reliance on the grid is much heavier in the warmer seasons,379

since the contribution of the CHP is almost negligible. The electricity demand is always380

exceeded by the electrical energy produced or imported from the grid, this is because381

location X1 acts as a connection point for all three locations to the national grid. In winter382

and autumn, the CHP tends to reach its peak production and the remaining electricity383

demand from location X2 and X3 is covered by buying electricity from the grid. In spring384

and summer, since the thermal demand is lower, it makes more economic sense to buy385

electricity from the grid and the CHP is used way less. Another thing worth noticing386

is the unmet demand at the beginning of the spring week. In this case, the electricity387

demand in X1 is actually met, but not from a combination of the technologies seen so388

far, but from an excess of PV electricity from the other locations, since it happens in the389

central hours of the day.390
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Figure 8. Hourly electricity production of four representative weeks: Location X1 - Calliope

In the case of MESS the interpretation of the results shown in Figure 9 is more391

straightforward, since each location tends to be more independent and in general less392

reliance is made on the local grid. In of the considered weeks the demand is completely393

satisfied by the combination of PV panels and CHP. Priority is here given to the non-394

dispatchable electricity produced by the PV panels, while the CHP covers the remaining395

demand. Given a good superposition of production and demand, and the size of the396

solar panels, almost no excess electricity is produced in the analysed weeks, except for a397

very few hours in the summer. In that case the excess electricity will be exported to the398

other locations, if required, or otherwise sold to the grid. In Appendix C it is possible to399

see the weekly results for the other two locations.400
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Figure 9. Hourly electricity production of four representative weeks: Location X1 - MESS

4. Discussion401

The analysis of the results made it possible to observe some of the differences402

between MESS and Calliope. The comparison has shown how these differences derive403

from different principles and strategies adopted by the two models in solving the system.404

In Calliope, the optimization aims at minimizing whole system running costs, and this405

is the principle on which the functioning of each component is based. As seen in the406

previous section, following this principle, CHP is mostly used in the colder parts of the407

year - when heating demand is high and both electricity and heat are required - while is408

minimally utilised in the summer, since buying from the grid is more convenient. MESS,409

on the other hand, follows its own predefined rules and throughout the whole year the410

CHP runs to help PV panels cover the electricity demand, producing as a byproduct heat,411

that might be used or not. A similar reasoning applies also to the functioning of other412

components, such as the battery. Differences are not limited to how single components413

are solved, but are also on how Calliope solves the network with respect to MESS.414

Indeed, while MESS gives priority to the self sufficiency of each location, in Calliope415

technologies can also contribute cover the demand of other locations, always following416

the principle of whole system running cost minimization. Hence, this contributes as417

well in explaining the differences in CHP production, and gives an explanation of the418

differences in total energy import from the grid too.419

Given the differences observed, it should be considered that some of the solving420

principles applied in MESS, despite being simple, are particularly realistic when consid-421

ering an urban context. To give an example, it might be more likely that in certain areas422

the majority of owners of a battery will tend to use it to store the excess of production423
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from their photovoltaic modules rather than to trade energy with the grid to enhance424

profits. In this sense, an optimization approach is less flexible and might make it more425

difficult to represent non-optimal behaviours. Instead in MESS, using a simulation426

approach makes it easier to implement different solving strategies that might be closer427

to the optimized ones, e.g., technologies dispatching according to price signals.428

Another aspect that emerges from analysing the yearly balances is that the overall429

differences are not very high. This denotes how a simplified approach like the simulation430

one, depending on the application considered, could provide results of a satisfactory431

precision. This result is relevant since suggests that in some situations a simulation ap-432

proach might be the right choice. As mentioned above, Lund et al. [11] already presented433

some of the major characteristics of the simulation and optimization approaches. In light434

of their analysis, the aim of the development of MESS was also to explore the potential435

of simulating energy systems. The results obtained in this work seem to confirm the idea436

that while an optimization approach is more indicated for investment planning models437

and macro energy systems analysis, a simulation approach might be more suitable for438

quick investigations of numerous scenarios on a smaller scale, making it an interesting439

option for a wider set of stakeholders in their decision process. Shorter execution times,440

together with an approach that makes it easier to understand the logic behind the model441

might contribute to make the modelling process more open and inclusive.442

In fact, it might be possible to include modelling process in meeting as well as443

workshop and information campaign to support the design of new policies and energy444

strategies. In this way, it would be possible to follow a more transparent and participatory445

approach.446

5. Conclusions447

In this work, the authors presented a newly developed model called MESS - Multi448

Energy System Simulator and compared it to a benchmark optimization model (Cal-449

liope) to investigate the potential of simulating energy systems and the advantages and450

disadvantages with respect to an optimization approach.451

Results obtained have shown that, even though there are differences in the way452

energy demand is covered, mainly due to the logic behind the network solver and the453

cost minimization approach, the overall yearly results tend to be similar. This reinforced454

the idea that, despite the simplified approach, simulations can be used to analyse energy455

systems at an urban scale with satisfactory results. Furthermore, the simplified approach456

brings advantages in terms of opportunities of investigating multiple alternatives and457

scenarios in a relatively low amount of time. Simpler models might help address one of458

the challenges of energy system modelling, which is the need of a higher level of trans-459

parency. Indeed, more transparency could contribute to improve the democratisation460

process of analysing and planning energy systems and, in the end, fostering a fair and461

just energy transition.462

Finally, MESS was developed having in mind a high level of flexibility and mod-463

ularity. Thus, future area of research and development will be oriented towards the464

improvement of the library of technologies, including different modelling options for465

each technology, towards the integration of the spatial dimension, crucial to plan and466

analyse future energy systems at urban level, and towards the analysis of the effects of467

different energy policies .468
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Appendix A. Models Review1

Table A1. List of model reviewed.

Model Sectors Math modeltype Timeresolution Georesolution Urban Scale Modelling Software

Backbone All Optimization Hour Depends on user Y GAMS
Balmorel Electricity, Heat Optimization Hour NUTS3 N GAMS
CAPOW Electricity Simulation Hour Zonal N PYTHON - PYOMO
Calliope User-dependent Optimization Hour User-dependent Y PYTHON - PYOMO

DESSTinEE Electricity Simulation Hour National N EXCEL - VBA
DIETER El. and Sector Coupling Optimization Hour Node N GAMS - CPLEX

Dispa-SET Electricity Optimization Hour NUTS1 N PYTHON - PYOMO, GAMS
ELMOD Electricity, Heat Optimization Hour Network N GAMS

EMLab-Generation Electricity, Carbon Simulation Year Zones N JAVA
EMMA Electricity Optimization Hour Country N GAMS
ESO-X Electricity Optimization Hour Node N GAMS - CPLEX

Energy Transition Model El., Heat, Transport Simulation Year Country N RUBY - RAILS
EnergyNumbers-Balancing Electricity Simulation Hour National N FORTRAN

EnergyRt Optimization N GAMS - CPLEX
EnergyScope El., Heat, Transport Optimization Hour Country N GLPK - CPLEX

Ficus Electricity, Heat Optimization 15 Minute PYTHON - PYOMO
FlexiGIS Electricity Opti., Simulation 15 Minute Urban Y
Genesys Electricity Opti., Simulation Hour EUMENA, 21 regions N C++
GridCal Electricity Opti., Simulation PYTHON

MEDEAS Electricity, Heat Other Year global, continents, nations N PYTHON
NEMO Opti., Simulation Hour NEM regions N PYTHON

OMEGAlpes Electricity, Heat Optimization Y PYTHON
OSeMOSYS All Optimization Day Country N PYTHON

Oemof El., Heat, Transport Opti., Simulation Hour Depends on user Y PYTHON - PYOMO
OnSSET Optimization Multi year 1 km to 10 km Y PYTHON
PowNet Electricity Opti., Simulation Hour High-voltage substation N PYTHON - PYOMO

PowerMatcher JAVA
PyPSA El., Heat, Transport Opti., Simulation Hour User dependent Y PYTHON - PYOMO
REopt Electricity, Heat Optimization Hour Site Y JULIA - JuMP

Region4FLEX El. and Sector Coupling Optimization 15 Minute Administrative districts Y PYTHON
Renpass Electricity Opti., Simulation Hour Regional (only DE) or Country. N R
SIREN Electricity Simulation Hour N PYTHON

SciGRID Electricity, Transmission Simulation nodal resolution PYTHON
SimSES Electricity Simulation Minute N MATLAB

StELMOD Electricity Optimization Hour Nodal resolution GAMS
Switch Electricity Optimization Hour buildings, to continental Y PYTHON - PYOMO
Temoa All Optimization Multi year single region N PYTHON - PYOMO

TransiEnt El., Heat, Gas Simulation Second Hamburg N MODELICA
URBS User-dependent Optimization Hour User-dependent Y PYTHON - PYOMO

City Energy Analyst Electricity, Heat Optimization, Simulation Hour Y PYTHON

Total 40
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Appendix B. Monthly Results2
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Figure A1. Monthly electric-
ity production per technol-
ogy source: Location X2 - Cal-
liope and MESS comparison
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Figure A2. Monthly electric-
ity production per technol-
ogy source: Location X3 - Cal-
liope and MESS comparison
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Figure A3. Monthly heating
per technology source: Loca-
tion X2 - Calliope and MESS
comparison
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Figure A4. Monthly heating
per technology source: Loca-
tion X3 - Calliope and MESS
comparison
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Appendix C. Weekly Results3
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Figure A5. Weekly electric-
ity production per technol-
ogy source: Location X2 - Cal-
liope
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Figure A6. Weekly electric-
ity production per technol-
ogy source: Location X2 -
MESS
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Figure A7. Weekly electric-
ity production per technol-
ogy source: Location X3 - Cal-
liope
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Figure A8. Weekly electric-
ity production per technol-
ogy source: Location X3 -
MESS
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